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Welcome to our spring newsletter. How quickly the year is flying by but gladly we have more
progress to report including our expansion to offer an additional therapy, our best month of
fundraising to date, Reiki training events every month to date this year and the announced launch
of a national Animal Health Practitioner Register. Additionally this month we share inspiration
from an American veterinary Clinic offering a wide range of holistic therapies. For more about
these and other updates and activities keep reading ….
Please share this newsletter with animal loving friends and family and if you might like more
information or to be part of our venture just email us on info@friendfsofbaxter.org.uk
With very best wishes
Sue Malcolm Chair and founder) 0

£760 of donations in March – record month!
From the beginning of March to the beginning
of April donations to Friends Of Baxter
amounted to £760 – our best month of
donations yet. Auctioned goods, table top and
private sales, donated cash, and a Reiki talk
and demonstration raised this record sum.
Our special thanks go to Sally, Wendy and
John, Gill, Heather and Kath but also everyone
else who has contributed along our journey. We
have a 3 year target of £3m to raise so much
more is needed and every penny helps.
All donations into the Friends Of Baxter account
are spent on initiatives to further raise
awareness and additional funds or they go
directly towards funding our first charity holistic
therapy centre with associated animal rescue.
Thank you again everyone

Volunteer sells Friends Of Baxter pens to raise funds
After seeing our website www.friendsofbaxter.org.uk, Jayne Derbyshire
of You Reiki contacted us to say that she liked our plans to care for sick,
abandoned and cruelly treated animals using holistic therapies. Jayne
asked if she might help by selling Friends Of Baxter pens from her
therapy business.
Of course we were delighted and sent Jayne 10 pens. Following sales to
Jayne’s clients, £30 has been gratefully paid into the Friends Of Baxter
account. “Thank you Jayne – a lovely way to help us”.
If any readers wish to buy or sell our pens (£3 each versus RRP £5-£10)
or can help with fundraising please email info@friendsofbaxter.org.uk

Canine Massage therapy treatments available from May
We are extremely pleased to announce that we are extending our animal complementary
therapy treatments to include Canine Massage. Animal Reiki (with or without crystal
therapy and Quantum Touch) is already available and more therapies should follow shortly.
During the month of May Canine Massage Therapist Becky Loomes will join our team to
offer treatments to local dogs. Becky is a member of the Canine Massage Guild and has
lived with dogs for most of her life. She runs her own dog walking business too and is
familiar with dogs of all types.
Canine Massage can help to support conditions such as arthritis and hip dysplasia by
improving the muscle tone and flexibility around the weakened joints. It works by using
various techniques that manipulate sore and tight muscles, helping to release trigger
points or ‘knots’ that frequently lead to referred pain.
After just 1-3 treatments real benefits can be seen that offer dogs a better quality of life.
Details will be added to the therapy section of our website as soon as treatments are
available. NB. Veterinary consent is required for Canine Massage treatments
Canine Massage in action – as you can see the dog is not restrained in any way but
chooses to enjoy this therapy and I’m not surprised, who doesn’t enjoy a nice massage! 

National Animal Health Practitioner Register announced
In April 2017 the forthcoming launch of a new Animal Health Practitioners Register (AHPR) was announced. This Register
is to be created following 3 ½ years of meetings between veterinary and animal therapy organisations that were
prompted by a Defra (Dept for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs) Review of Minor Procedures Regime. As this review
focused solely on therapies involving musculoskeletal manipulation, only a limited number of therapies will initially be
included but it is intended to become a comprehensive animal therapy practitioner register in time. More details are yet to
be issued but once launched, vets may refer animals to any registered therapist for treatments.
Since its infancy, Friends Of Baxter has made clear its desire for an Animal Complementary Therapist Register and so this
announcement is warmly welcomed. We hope to see massage, Bowen therapy and hydrotherapy included when the
register first launches along with more traditional musculoskeletal manipulation therapies such as physiotherapy,
chiropractic and osteopathy. Our goal is then to see all of our planned therapies represented in the not too distant future
for example: Reiki, laser therapy, acupuncture, aromatherapy, herbal medicine and more.

Reiki training – frequently run courses from beginner level
The Reiki Experience – our Reiki therapy provider has not only been offering more treatments for
animals and their owners but we’ve also run training
events every month so far this year.
The next beginner’s weekend course is June 3 rd and
4th and the next level 2 practitioners training weekend
is July 8th and 9th. Numbers are limited as we train in
small groups and places are already being reserved for
these forthcoming events so if you are interested or
just fancy knowing more please enquire sooner rather
than later to avoid disappointment.
If you like the idea of offering Reiki to animals it is
necessary to learn human Reiki first but you can
practice on your own pets. Examples of client
feedback can be found on
http://www.thereikiexperience.co.uk/client-feedback

Join us for a Reiki Course and change your life for
the better – anyone can learn. You just need to be
a compassionate person who likes to help others

Dog owners - beware of macadamia nuts

We regularly hear about not allowing dogs to eat onion, garlic, chocolate
and dried fruit but did you know that macadamia nuts can be poisonous to
dogs also? The nuts can affect your dog’s nerve function, specifically those
nerves controlling his muscles and movements according to an article in
Pet Plan’s latest magazine.
They can also be a risk to cats – so best keep them safely stored in a
tightly closed jar or tin and not left out whether as plain nuts or in a cake,
cookie or other product.

Complementary therapies and Veterinary referral
We have recently been asked if veterinary consent or referral is required for animal complementary
therapy treatments. The answer is that it varies depending upon the therapy.
Reiki for example does not require veterinary permission but if a physical health issue is known or
suspected it should be diagnosed by a vet first. For behavioural or emotional issues, general wellbeing and long term diagnosed conditions Reiki can be freely given. For therapies such as
hydrotherapy, canine massage, and canine Bowen therapy, veterinary consent or referral is required.
In some other cases it is only veterinary professionals who may offer treatments eg acupuncture,
laser therapy, herbal medicine and aromatherapy.

US holistic veterinary clinics - an inspiration

Just Googling holistic therapy clinics it came to my attention just how many holistic therapy clinics, practices and
veterinarians exist in America. This discovery reinforces that Friends of Baxter is striving to drive a trend that is proving to
have a much appreciated and growing market.
Times are changing and in years to come taking your dog, cat, rabbit, guinea pig or other animals for a reiki, massage,
acupuncture, laser, Bowen or other therapy session will be normal, being both pleasant and beneficial for all involved, as will
as using animal communication to better understand animals in our care and how we can best help and support them.
The website of this holistic veterinary care and rehabilitation centre in Oakland, California, communicates that its staff are
committed to customising each client’s experience based on their pet’s specific needs in a friendly environment. Dr. Gary
Richter leads a team of practitioners who provide wellness consultations, acupuncture, chiropractic care, and rehabilitative
treatments. They also specialize in hyperbaric oxygen therapy, pulse signal therapy, and stem cell treatments.
Their rehabilitation centre specialises
in hydrotherapies such as swimming
and underwater treadmill exercises,
and cold laser therapy. Our selection
of treatments will differ to meet our
strengths and customer demands but
the holistic principle is the same.

Silent Fireworks report – update
The last newsletter documented BBC News coverage on 15 December 2016
announcing that Edinburgh Councillors had agreed to commission a report into the
impact of noise from firework displays. The aim was to determine whether silent
pyrotechnics could be used for 2018 Hogmanay celebrations. Distress from fireworks
is an issue we have campaigned on and so it was disappointing to read in the report:

Pyrotechnics cost about the same as
an equivalent firework display
according to the report, but cannot
produce the aerial explosions
needed to entertain a large
audience.

Using silent fireworks for Edinburgh's major displays would let down large audiences.
The public who attend large-scale fireworks displays expect to hear explosions and
loud bangs as part of the experience, and these add to the sense of occasion and
celebration which organisers endeavour to create”. Quiet fireworks creating under
120 decibels of noise apparently lack propellants to go far.
The report, rather unsatisfactorily, later addressed animal concerns by stating:

“there's a wealth of helpful information on the internet readily available to petowners to help them minimise any distress which might arise from exposure to
fireworks displays”.

The power of petitions: to move from cage to free range eggs in 2 hours!

Following agreements by all major supermarkets, Wagamamas has followed suit
and agreed to switch away from cage eggs entirely and move to 100% free range
eggs within just 2 hours of petition and tweets.
The movement to a better way of producing eggs won’t be seen instantly but
commitments are at least being agreed with definitive timescales.

Forever Living products for animals – 50% of our profits on all sales go to Friends Of Baxter
Forever Aloe Vera products are pretty well known for human use but many of the products are
also great for animals too. Those recommended by veterinary surgeon David Urch BSc MA Vet
MB Dip Herb Med MRCVS can be seen on http://www.friendsofbaxter.org.uk/forever-living,
where you can also watch his video with feedback from delighted owners of various animals.
According to his book Aloe Vera Nature’s Gift, aloe vera shows consistent beneficial effects on
conditions affecting the skin, ears, eyes, digestive, respiratory, urino-genital and musculoskeletal systems. David Urch also uses it in his veterinary practice to help the immune system.
Feature product May – July: Aloe Veterinary Formula for pets and horses
This gentle Aloe Veterinary Formula can be diluted to cleanse irritated eyes or to clean dirty
ears. It is an easy-to-apply spray that is ideal for soothing irritations and cleansing areas
before applying dressings and it can also be used as a soothing leg wash to provide protection
after exercise.
Additionally, it is regularly purchased by owners who wish their cats, dogs and horses to
achieve a glossy and conditioned coat after bathing.
At £15.40 it offers good value considering its size of 473ml. Products can be ordered via www.susanmalcolm.myforever.biz
and all purchases benefit Friends Of Baxter. Any queries can be sent to info@friendsofbaxter.org.uk

It’s All About Trust was Novel Fest’s “Novel of the Day”
Interest is still coming in for my memoir It’s All About Trust and it was a lovely surprise to see that it was Novel Fest's
NOVEL OF THE DAY on Saturday April 29th in the biography category. I just need to sign a publishing deal and it's all go!

It's All About Trust takes readers with me on the start of my guided journey to helping abandoned, sick and cruelly treated
animals that has lead to the creation of Friends Of Baxter. Book 2 will continue the journey to opening our first charity
holistic therapy and rescue centre. If you know an agent/ publisher who might be interested please share & tag the Face
book post https://www.facebook.com/Friends-Of-Baxter-1213454462077144/ and when published a signed copy is yours!

BIOGRAPHY Novel of the Day: IT’S ALL ABOUT TRUST,
by Sue Malcolm
PITCH: Title: It’s all about Trust Written by: Sue Malcolm Type: Novel Genre: Mind, body
and Spirit/ Romance/ Animal Logline: In the ‘novel’ ‘It’s all about Trust&#821…
NOVELWRITINGFESTIVAL.COM

To Get Involved or Donate
Would you like to become a committee member or just help us on an ad hoc basis, being involved in a revolutionary
venture with like-minded people that we hope will change the face of animal care in the UK?




Can you spare a few hours?
Do you have any relevant skills or contacts?

• To donate or make a monthly payment go to
https://www.friendsofbaxter.org.uk/donation-request

For more information please contact Sue
www.friendsofbaxter.org.uk Email: info@friendsofbaxter.org.uk

Mob: 07737 396 948

